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WHAT ARE COMMUNITY BENEFITS AGREEMENTS?
A Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) is a private contract negotiated between a prospective developer and community representatives. In essence, the CBA specifies the benefits that the developer will provide to the community in exchange for the community’s support of its proposed development. A promise of community support may be especially useful to a developer seeking government subsidies or project approvals.1

CBAs are generally negotiated between coalitions of community groups that often include labor, environmental, and religious organizations. Many CBA provisions are inspired by social justice issues. Common CBA benefits include living-wage provisions, first source (or local) hiring plans, guarantees that developments will include low-income housing in their plans, and assurances of minority hiring minimums.2 Because the agreements are negotiated between community coalitions and interested developers, the benefits can be tailored to meet specific community needs, such as parks, day care centers, or job training facilities.

The flexibility of the CBA has also spilled over into the process by which these agreements are negotiated. Negotiations may be initiated by a developer or a community coalition, or in some cases they may be encouraged by city officials. Negotiations for the community are generally undertaken by representatives of individual community groups, but they may also involve local government officials. Public input also plays an important role in determining community goals.

After a CBA has been completed, in some cases it will be incorporated into a development agreement made between the developer and the municipality as part of the planning process.3 This ensures a certain measure of transparency and also permits the government, as well as coalition members, to enforce the agreement. However, because most states do not authorize local governments to enter into development agreements, many CBAs will be enforceable only by the contracting community groups.4

CBAs are considered by their supporters to be powerful tools for assuring that the needs of communities will not be neglected by large developers. Many developers also support the negotiating process as a method by which to obtain community support and thereby avoid government refusal of their projects. CBAs have been negotiated in relation to at least 48 major development projects in cities across the country,5 with California taking the lead in terms of experience and volume.

CBAS IN NEW YORK
Development agreements are not authorized by statute in New York, but that does not prevent neighbors from negotiating private CBAs with developers. The first New York CBA was completed in 2005 in relation to the $3.5 billion development of the Atlantic Yards arena in Brooklyn, future home of the NBA’s Brooklyn Nets.6

2. Id. at 10-11.
3. A development agreement is a contract negotiated between a local government planning agency and a developer. In these agreements, the developer agrees to provide certain benefits to the public or to restrict the use of the land. In exchange, the local government promises to freeze the current zoning and land use laws for a certain period of time, ensuring that the development’s construction will not be interrupted or stopped. See generally David L. Callies and Julie A. Tappendorf, Unconstitutional Land Development Conditions and the Development Agreement Solution: Bargaining for Public Facilities After Nollan and Dolan, 51 CASE W. RES. L. R. 663 (2001).
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to the Nets basketball team, and an attached residential and office complex to be made up of several high-rise buildings. The agreement was negotiated by eight community groups and was based on the Staples Center CBA. It includes affordable housing, living wage, First Source and minority hiring provisions, and also offers the perks of free basketball tickets for neighborhood residents and the construction of a day care center.

Reaction to the agreement has not been completely positive, however. First, the Atlantic Yards CBA is not completely negative, however. First, the Atlantic Yards CBA is not been incorporated into a development agreement with the city, making enforcement possibly more difficult. Second, concerns have been raised in relation to the propriety of the CBA negotiating process. It has been suggested the eight-member coalition did not adequately represent the needs of the Brooklyn community, and critics have pointed out that several of the coalition members will receive funds from the developer, Forest City Ratner, as part of the deal. Given that the Atlantic Yards project will ultimately receive more than $200 million in state and city funds, it has even been suggested that the CBA was inherently undemocratic in its exclusion of the broader New York City and state community. As the former president of New York City’s Economic Development Corporation explained, “If the public is putting money into the project and the developer is allocating that money in private deals with the community, it is not government setting the priorities. Generally speaking, it is city taxpayer dollars that are being spent in not necessarily high priority areas. . . . It shouldn’t be some local community groups making these decisions. It should be a cross-section of the community and city government.”

Criticism has also been aimed at the other New York City CBAs. For example, the 2006 CBA concerning the Bronx Terminal Market has been faulted for not involving any grassroots community organizations. While the agreement does include a number of valuable community benefits, the developer will only be fined $60,000 for failing to comply with the CBA, weakening the value of the CBA in the eyes of many stakeholders. Critics have also drawn attention to the subtleties of some of the contract’s provisions: the amount of retail space reserved for local retailers makes up only a minimal portion of the mall’s square footage, and the living wage and minority hiring provisions are not expressly enforceable as to the developer’s tenants. Finally, community groups have criticized the negotiation process for being neither transparent nor inclusive. Although 18 groups representing various interests were selected by the borough president to participate in the process, they were given only about a month to prepare a draft CBA and were not given any assistance in the process. Evidently, this resulted in many of the community groups having little influence in the actual negotiations. When the organizations received copies of the completed CBA the morning of the council vote to approve the development plans, only three of them signed the agreement. At least seven organizations refused to sign the CBA.

The Yankee Stadium CBA, completed in 2006, has also faced criticism. To begin with, the agreement was made between the Yankees, the Bronx borough president, and the Bronx Delegation of the New York City Council; it was not negotiated or signed by any community groups. One of the agreement’s most controversial provisions is the trust fund it created to be administered by “an individual of prominence” through distributions to local nonprofit groups. Because the fund’s trustee will be appointed by the same elected officials responsible for the CBA, it has been
As of September 2007, the community trust fund has not been established, and funds have not been distributed as negotiated in the CBA, leaving some people angry.

It is probably fair to say that the New York CBAs have been criticized more than is necessary. While they may not have satisfied all of the groups and individuals involved, New York City has not benefited from the strong presence of community organizing groups of the type that has helped to ensure the success of CBAs in California. Furthermore, New York State does not authorize development agreements, which provide a framework for local governments to participate in CBA negotiations. Quite the opposite is true; local officials in New York City have, until recently, been discouraged from allowing community benefits to influence land use decisions for fear of distorting the planning and review process. In a 1988 report that continues to reflect the issues surrounding community benefits, the New York City Bar Association cautioned that:

The ad hoc payment of money or services in return for favorable government action also adversely affects the decision-making process. In egregious cases, the decision maker may accept the project in order to get the unrelated amenities, when perhaps it should be voted down. Thus integrity is eroded, of the government in general and of the zoning laws and land use regulations in particular.

The opposition to CBAs in New York may be at least partially attributed to the New York City Bar Association’s concern for integrity in government action.
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16. Frank Lombardi, Community’s Still Waiting for Cash from Stadium.

17. See Gross, supra note 1, at 9–10, 13.

18. This stance grew out of a trend of the late 1980s of developers buying off community groups in order to get endorsements for their projects. (The Yankees’ $700,000 Play, supra note 15) After these practices were made public, the New York City Bar Association issued an influential report in 1988 recommending that any community amenities provided by a developer be reasonably related to the project. Under this approach, benefits such as off-site parks were known to be rejected as interfering with the propriety of the development process, and developers largely stopped offering these sorts of community amenities. Id.; see Terry Pristin, In Major Projects, Agreeing Not to Disagree, 1988 NEW YORK TIMES, June 14, 2006, at C6.
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“A fresh perspective and penetrating legal and historical analysis of an issue that will continue to be in the forefront of land policy in the twenty-first century.”

—ANTHONY FLINT, AUTHOR OF THIS LAND: THE BATTLE OVER SPRAWL AND THE FUTURE OF AMERICA
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“Freyfogle proves the truth about American property rights—that original intent, early court opinions, and the realities of modern society all mandate that ownership brings with it weighty but reasonable responsibilities to the larger community. This beautifully articulated book, at once bold and thoughtful, is bound to become a classic in American constitutional and property law.”
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to these fears. This may also explain the lack of praise for the New York CBAs (other than by developers, and occasionally by elected officials); while they may not be as comprehensive as desired, the CBAs do provide community amenities that might not have otherwise been obtained.

Still, the city’s response to these recent CBAs has not helped to resolve how they should be conducted in New York. Previous New York City mayors Rudy Giuliani and Ed Koch both criticized CBA-like arrangements as distorting the planning process by buying off opponents. While Mayor Michael Bloomberg originally supported the Atlantic Yards CBA, he seemed to change his opinion of them when he charged a CBA relating to the new Mets stadium constituted “a ransom.” And while the city has supported the projects being developed under the CBAs, it has not expressed any policies as to how the agreements should be negotiated.

CBA supporters are hoping, though, that a new agreement concerning Columbia University’s expansion into West Harlem will provide a better model for future New York CBAs. The city and Mayor Bloomberg have been especially supportive of this CBA, providing funds and technical assistance for the negotiating process. While the city is not expressly claiming that this CBA should serve as a model for future developments, it has recognized that CBAs are likely to become more prevalent in the future. And if the negotiators are successful in creating a CBA, it is likely that it will, in fact, influence future CBAs within New York City, as the negotiating processes being used are more transparent and inclusive than previous efforts.

The process of developing a CBA in relation to the Columbia expansion has been markedly different than the other New York CBAs from the start. Columbia University hopes to develop 17 acres in West Harlem, sometimes referred to as Manhattanville. Most of the land is already owned by either Columbia or the city, but Columbia may have to request eminent domain proceedings to obtain the remaining portions. Rather than being driven primarily by the developers or elected officials, County Board 9 authorized the creation of a local development corporation (LDC) to be composed of appointed community leaders who represent a broad range of constituents. The LDC’s mission is to “win support of and lever[age] the community-base planning of Community Board 9, provide an organizational structure to focus community input in order to negotiate and monitor a community benefits agreement with developers of large-scale developments in Community Development 9 in a manner that is both transparent and accountable to the West Harlem community. . .”

Although the Community Board originally intended that the LDC would not include any elected officials, after the LDC’s first meeting it revised this decision, but only after analyzing the conflicts of interest present among the elected officials who will hold voting positions on the board.

Public meetings began in September 2006 and have continued on a weekly basis with working groups devoted to housing, business and economic development, employment, education, historic preservation, community facilities and social services, arts and culture, environmental stewardship, transportation, research and laboratory activities, and green spaces. Negotiations with Columbia representatives began in January 2007 and are being facilitated by a mediator paid for by the city’s Economic Development Corporation.

Community groups around the country have picked up on the CBA trend. Organizations in Albany (New York), Atlanta, Charleston (South Carolina), Pittsburgh, New Orleans, and Seattle, for example, have completed CBAs or are currently trying to initiate negotiations.

**PRACTICAL PROBLEMS WITH CBAS**

CBAs have proven to be effective tools for many communities hoping to re-
For a CBA to be fair and effective, it is necessary that the community negotiating the CBA have adequate leverage to obtain meaningful promises from a developer.

For a CBA to be fair and effective, it is necessary that the community negotiating the CBA have adequate leverage to obtain meaningful promises from a developer. In some situations, a developer’s need to locate the project in a specific place or the possibility of obtaining significant public subsidies will provide a large amount of leverage to community groups. As the executive director of the Los Angeles Community Redevelopment Agency has remarked, CBAs “work best when there is substantial agency money invested, when they’re big projects, and when they’re in hot markets or emerging markets.” When these elements are missing, CBAs are often criticized as creating development barriers that encourage developers to simply find other less costly locations.

Even with the leverage created by public subsidies and prime locations, a community’s interests must still be supported by a broad-based coalition of community groups in order for the coalition to retain its leverage and political capital. Bad precedent and publicity may be created by coalitions that are poorly organized and that do not accurately represent the interests of most of the community stakeholders. The same is true of coalitions that obtain weak benefits. The “divide and conquer” techniques used by developers to balkanize coalitions also require community groups to be united and to have coherent goals. Otherwise, a developer may attempt to appease some community groups without meeting others’ needs. Developers in this situation often spend less on CBA provisions while still being able to spin their projects as being community-supported.

Building broad-based and united coalitions, however, is not a simple task. The organizational needs required by such coalitions are often daunting to community groups experienced mainly in promoting their own campaigns, and determining and prioritizing the goals shared among diverse community groups may lead to conflicts among constituents supporting different goals.

Assuming that a broad-based coalition is formed to contract a CBA with developers, the negotiation process may also raise practical problems for communities. Where a coalition is inexperienced in creating CBAs, for example, it may need guidance as to the types of benefits that it can receive. The funding required to conduct research for CBA provisions and to pay for legal counsel may also inhibit the negotiating process. Furthermore, most CBAs include monitoring and enforcement provisions that require coalitions to engage in future activities related to the CBA; and for coalitions that formed for the specific purpose of negotiating a CBA, continuing this energy into monitoring and enforcement may be difficult.

LEGAL ISSUES RELATED TO CBAS

The validity and enforceability of CBAs have yet to be tested in court, but some lawyers have expressed concerns that the agreements will not hold up. Chief among the questions is as to the validity of CBAs is whether community groups provide any real consideration for these contracts. While supporters argue that a coalition’s promise to support a development before land use authorities constitutes sufficient consideration, others have argued that such promises may be considered insufficient when compared to the extensive benefits offered by developers. Under contract theory, though, which does not generally inquire into the adequacy of consideration, promises not to oppose developments are likely to be deemed supported by consideration.

Questions have also been raised as to who can enforce a CBA’s provisions. Because contract law generally permits only contract signatories to enforce its provisions, CBA supporters have encouraged coalitions to require each community group to separately sign CBAs. Otherwise, the dissolution of a coalition or the inability to define the coalition’s agents may prevent a CBA from being enforceable. Where local governments are authorized to enter into development agreements, CBA supporters highly encourage that CBAs be incorporated into these agreements so that they can be enforced by local governments, as well. Whether or not individual community members will be considered third-party beneficiaries capable of enforcing CBAs has not been widely discussed, but precedent exists to support the argument.

Enforceability questions may also concern which parties are bound by developers’ promises. Many CBAs contain language indicating an intent that a CBA’s provisions will be binding upon the development’s future tenants, contractors, or buyers. If a CBA does not require these future parties to sign the CBA or a similar agreement with the developer, community groups need to ensure that the contract language used is clear and specific enough to impose these requirements.

Because the process of negotiating CBAs often involves local governments
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or elected officials, CBAs may also raise legal issues related to the propriety of planning process. Development agreements may provide a framework for incorporating CBAs into this process, but most states do not authorize local governments to enter into these agreements. In these states, as in New York, CBAs may be criticized for distorting the planning process. Some opponents have gone so far as to characterize CBAs as “extortion.” The history of exactions law in the United States, which generally prohibits local governments from requiring developers to provide benefits not substantially related to the development project, may also provide support to CBA opponents. Even without invoking exactions, though, CBAs created through a process involving significant contributions by local officials are likely to raise questions about conflicts of interests. In these situations, care must be taken that CBA negotiators are not too involved with planning or other political decisions.

At the same time, local governments may be faulted for not involving themselves enough in CBA negotiations. Under this view, some argue that local governments should ensure that negotiating teams accurately represent community interests. This may be achieved by a local government facilitating the creation of a CBA bargaining team, as happened in relation to the Columbia University CBA, or by the local government’s willingness to take a CBAs comprehensiveness into account when evaluating it during the land use planning process.

Although the projects highlighted in this commentary are substantial in scope, smaller (and perhaps simpler) CBAs are likely to start appearing in mid-sized and smaller communities across the country.

CONCLUSION

While CBAs represent an opportunity to accomplish redevelopment projects in a manner that achieves social equity and engages all community stakeholders in the project—with an eye toward designing a process and product that can be a win-win for communities—myriad legal issues are present for all participants involved. Land use attorneys can expect to begin to hear more about these types of agreements, and may be called upon more to help negotiate and develop a CBA for interested clients. Although the projects highlighted in this commentary are substantial in scope, smaller (and perhaps simpler) CBAs are likely to start appearing in mid-sized and smaller communities across the country.